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1. **INTRODUCTION**

The Telegraph Rd and Last Princess Mineral Claims (MCC 1002 - 1003) on the Tennant Creek (SE 53-14) 1:250,000 sheet was granted to Western Mining Corporation Limited (80%) and Giant's Reef Mining Pty. Ltd. (20%) on March 6, 1989 to cover areas of magnetic activity coincident with an area of prospective outcrops in E.L. 5497 and 5494 respectively. The area was considered favourable as it lies within the prospective Carraman formation of the Lower Proterozoic Warramunga Group of sediments.

Under the terms of a joint venture initiated on August 1, 1988 between WMC and GRM, WMC will manage and operate future exploration in the Tennant Creek area, and fieldwork commenced at the end of August, 1988.

This is the fifth annual report on the Claims.

2. **EXPLORATION ACTIVITY AND EXPENDITURE**

Following the lack of encouragement from the work undertaken in previous years, and heavy commitments elsewhere in the Joint Venture area, no field work has been undertaken on MCCs 1002 and 1003 in the past year. No direct expenditure has been recorded against the Claims.